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Group screens to create a tranquil space for focus work or an area where collaboration can take

place without disturbing others.

Reduce distraction by shielding team members from the noise of the office around them.

Form a visual and acoustic screen to define and divide spaces.

Group multiple units to create a wall or freestanding room.

Introduce natural shapes and forms to soften the hard lines of the office environment and reduce

stress.

Applications

Backdrop is a flexible, scalable and mobile solution which can be used to:

Backdrop is ideal for open plan offices, reception areas, breakout zones, presentation spaces,

collaboration areas and many more.

About

Backdrop is a collection of free-standing acoustic screens which incorporate our world-leading Phonix

nanofibre to reduce noise. Inspired by the landforms and native flora of New Zealand, Backdrop is

available in two design families, Peak and Leaf, in a range of shapes, lengths and heights.

Easy to move and manoeuvre.

The tranquil backdrop to your busy office

Support employee wellbeing and productivity by creating tranquil workspaces where your team can work

without stress and distraction. Backdrop is an acoustic screen family designed to reduce distraction from

noise, decrease visual interruption and improve wellbeing through natural biophilic design principles. Use

Backdrop to create private zones for focus work in an open plan office or to form spaces where groups

can collaborate without disturbing others.
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Sound absorbing

Backdrop contains Phonix nanofibre woven with extremely fine fibres with incredible porosity making it

exceptionally sound absorbent. This reduces the sound energy of speech to a more manageable and less

distracting level. Products incorporating nanofibre are scientifically proven to help resolve the issues of

noise in open spaces. 
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COLOURS: ATMOSPHERE

COLOURS: STONE

COLOURS: FORESTRY

Superior acoustic performance with Phonix nanofibre inner layer

Design mimics patterns of the natural world to provide biophilic

benefits

Strap hinges flex to multiple positions for ease of use

Fabric surface tested for heavy commercial durability

Fabric incorporates 'Healthguard' protection against pathogens

and is anti bacterial and anti fungal

Easy to move

Flat pack for ease of shipping

5 year warranty

Features

TM

Dimensions

Peak

North Island:     

South Island:                

Stewart Island: 

Rahotu: 

Taranaki:

Leaf

Karaka:

Kawakawa:

Pohutukawa:

Designed and made in New Zealand

Fabric: incorporates 'Healthguard' protection

Hinge: thermoplastic polyurethane

Grommits: polyurethane

Frame: MDF

Materials
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Colourways

L4620 x H1700 x W24

L7410 x H1700 x W24        

L2730 x H1450 x W24

L1630 x H1450 x W24

L3450 x H1450 x W24

...........................

...........................

...........................

L1120 x H1700 x W24

L1770 x H1700 x W24           

L570 x H1030 x W24

43kg

71kg

23kg

14.9kg

29.5kg

15kg

17.1kg

5.5kg
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http://www.plngroup.co.nz/


Hamilton 
HQ & Showroom  
19 The Boulevard
Te Raoa, Hamilton
New Zealand  
64 7 855 9932

Auckland Studio  
106 St Georges Bay Rd 
Parnell, Auckland 1052 
New Zealand 
64 9 257 5015

Call now for assistance
0508 993 993
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